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About This Game

"The Experiment" is a multiplayer escape room puzzle game for virtual reality or desktop PC! It can be played competitively, co-
op or solo.

Story

While visiting a well renowned doctor, you notice something is amiss at his office. Before you realize what's going on, he drugs
you and you fall asleep. When you wake up, you are sitting on a chair in the back room, locked and unable to get out of the

building. You can tell that the doctor is running some kind of experiment on animals and people and you are his next subject!
Can you figure out what's going on and escape before it's too late?

Multiplayer

Gather up to 6 people and play as one team that tries to solve the puzzles or try the "Versus" mode, where each player is locked
alone and tries to escape the room before the others do!

Virtual Reality

The game supports full roomscale/standing tracking with motion controllers on both the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift.
VR is not necessary, you can play with a Desktop using keyboard & mouse / gamepad.

Help us improve
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Please give us your thoughts and ideas on the game, we are here to improve and we need your help to keep doing what we love!

 Want more Escape Rooms?

Check "Tales of Escape" out for free!
Challenge your friends on "Escape First"
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Title: The Experiment: Escape Room
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
OnSkull Games
Publisher:
OnSkull Games
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+ (64bit)

Processor: Intel i3 / AMD FX series or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 450 / AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: For Non-VR players

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Awesome two-button schmup! Simple but tight controls with a deep skill curve. The over the top explosions and rad soundtrack
make it a joy to kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for Satan.

. If you play along as a melee class there are too many broken fights where you have no chance. You cannot control your
companions who do the dumbest♥♥♥♥♥♥at the dumbest times and wipe your party. The only way to heal between rounds is
to go back to town and stay at an inn, or purchase tons of expensive potions. Same for mana. Too many enemies that cast AoE
and it does too much damage, and it is just broken.. Awesome demo. Movement feels janky until you get the hang of it. Only
problem is that I was too brave and physically moved through the monster at the last encounter, and the jumpscare occurred
physically behind me in VR space. Still cool though! I plan on picking up the full game soon!. Very great game. If you want all
rises you only need this part of the game. Really cool :)
I remember when I played it through CD, but nowadays I can't, so I bought it on Steam :). Hmmmm.....a good game but kind of
a disappointment for me. Worth a try because of the price. 5/10. I did the beta, this really seemed like it should be a free game...
It is not worth 14.99, FTL (a much better space strategy game) is only 9.99.. This game has many good points. The art is good.
You can pick a gender. And for a lot of us, urban fantasy is like the fiction version of crack. I fully expected beforehand that
this wouldn't be in my top ten VNs ever, and I'm modifying my rating based on the price, and what looks to be a small company
style. I don't recommend the game, however (especially at a price of fifteen dollars) for one simple reason.

The structure. The game is structured so that, as you go along, you get scenes with every single possible love interest. You don't
start dropping any of these routes until well into the game. So for your first playthrough you're bored because you spend a LOT
of time on at least a couple routes you don't have any interest in.

But that would be acceptable. The problem is that this absolutely kills the replay value. You can try to pursue other routes in a
new game, but now you've already read almost all of these scenes in your first and subsequent playthroughs. The scenes don't
change until you're nearing the end of the game. The dream scenes, while providing a bit of atmosphere, only add even more to
this issue. The only variety come in a few inconsequential choices which change two to four lines before the scene goes right
back on track to what you've already read before. If you use the 'skip read' option, you'll soon find there isn't very much content
for the new route you're trying at all. Perhaps three scenes, before it goes to the end card.

I haven't played a game from this company before, so I don't know if this sort of structure is standard for them, but it heavily
grated on me throughout my time playing. I did one route, and liked it well enough, even if I was a bit bored. I did a second
route, and was irritated throughout. I couldn't make it all the way through the third route I tried.

If it happens to go on sale at any point, sure, get it. If fifteen dollars isn't as much to you as it is to me, feel free to get it. It's far
from the worst game ever. But if I can offer advice? Be sure to space out your playthroughs so that you don't get bored with it
instantly. Or you'll need to keep up with the skip option.�. New area involves a lot of platforming, and is flooded with enemies
who fly and thus do not have to obey the platforming. Some of the platform alignments require a lot of precision to get through,
yet are filled with flying enemies that will ram into you as you do it; and you can't stop to fight them since the platforms are
quickly disappearing.

Enemies often will camp near platforms in places where you cannot shoot them ahead of time. You literally have to get hit by
them because there is no opportunity to shoot them before you reach the platform and they will hit you as you reach said
platform. You cannot even react to it, since they attack you immediately before you've even gotten on solid ground where you
could jump up again to shoot them. Only had to play through the new maps once to encounter this.

On a lot of the maps there is a bottom area where you fall to if you miss the platforms. The bottom area is literally empty of
threats. So you just have to jump down there and skip the entire level.
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Of course the new maps are flooded with enemies that fly and can attack you at any angle, in a game where you can only attack
from two angles. They all start above you, so you cannot jump on them.

The new head helps to counter the flying enemies, but it only has two health. So if you want to have a way to counter the poor
game design, you have to handicap yourself. And the head is mainly only useful in this one area, where a large amount of flying
enemies that start above you are. In almost every other area, the flying enemies are either below you or are not much of a threat;
so the head is useless.

New weapon seems to only deal damage to enemies when it hits the ground and explodes. Yet another piece of gimmick
equipment that is generally more of a handicap then a benefit.

New maps are obnoxious and poorly constructed, new items are imbalanced and tedious. Pretty consistent with the design
quality of the main game. Definately glad I completed it long before this content came out, as this would of made the experience
even more abrasive and artificially difficult.
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This game doesn't support keyboard or controller input. It feels like an iPad game ported to Windows as cheaply as possible
with no respect for PC gamers except as a revenue source. The actual gameplay isn't bad if you overlook the need to use a
mouse to control it though.. This is not DLC, it's something that should've been in the base game, not worth it if you didn't get
the season pass.

DLC implies content that changes the game majorly and this doesn't, DLC shouldn't exsist to begin with..... 1 - didn't deliver to
all kickstarter backers
2 - clearly designed for tablets and PC port as an after thought.All controls are gesture based. if you don't have a touchscreen,
don't buy.
3 - super unintuitive to use.. OMG - will you work to make this game more boring please? I mean, it's tied for tick tack toe right
now and I'd like to say I've played the absolute most boring freaking game in the world, and I've played most of them.... i loved
this game at least case 3 animatronics can be free so i can get it with out spending my $$$$$$$$$$$$$. Get ready to die...
Often, while you're having absolutely great time. Thats how i would describe Kill to Collect in a nutshell.

This has been a great year so far and we've seen plain awesome indietitles after another and this one for me ranks among the
best i've tried. Game itself can be played either in co-op mode or as a single player mode and both includes three difficulties and
three modes to choose from. 4 Different classes who all have their own unique skills and playstyle.

The gametitle might already be a bit revealing, but yeah, your objective is get the bounty done, which means you have x-
amount of floors to clear before
the bossbattle, and thanks to the roguelite-aspect, if you die at any point of the game, you're forced to start from the first floor
and there's variety
of different enemies that wants you dead at any cost. For the daring there's even added Challenge rooms which yields extra
number of rations that you can
use on the saferooms to upgrade your skills before venturing forward. These are levelbased and will reset if you either die or
complete the contract.

The game's mechanics are fairly simple to learn, you have 2 basic attacks that you will be using, ability to dodge and 4 slots
where you can collect any drops that will boost up your chances of making it out alive. That said it's still fairly easy to make
fatal errors.

The detailed steampunk world and perfected soundtrack/audio are topnotch and i enjoyed both, (Especially the soundtrack)
tremendously.

But i would say that this game as fun as it is, relies heavily on co-op, and thats how it should be played. For it's price it can
provide fun for you and anyone you're playing with for a long period of time. Kill to Collect is just that addictive.. The solitaire
bits are good but every so often you have to do annoying hidden object levels. Ech.. Roguelike + Kingdom Management. Don't
let the ASCII scare you away! It's a pretty fun game, pretty complete when it comes to management, you can basically do
anything you imagine. Developer seems cool on the boards and updates it regularly, so i would totally advise you to try it out if
you like text based games, specially since it's on sale atm.

If you wish to try a demo, theres one in reddit, check for the link in the steam boards!

#WiseLeaderApproved:
Wise Leader brings surveillance to a new level

Alawar Premium introduces a new game about watching strangers — Do not Feed the Monkeys.

You are a new member of the Primate Observation Club, a secret community whose powers are close to infinite.

��Watch people who have no idea they're being spied on
��Eavesdrop on their secrets
��Collect information about them
��Follow the instructions of the Club
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Sign up for closed beta on our official website.[donotfeedthemonkeys.com]

Praise the Wise Leader and don't feed the monkeys!

. Summer Sale Discounts!:

The weekend is right around the corner, and we must remind you of two important things:

It's finally the Summer Sale time on Steam!

Almost every game made by us is participating in the Summer Sale with a good discount.

If you like Egypt: Old Kingdom, don't miss the chance to purchase the rest of our games!

Predynastic Egypt  - 50%
Loved by many, this game is about the prehistoric period of Ancient Egypt. Lead your tribe of proto-Egyptians from the 5000
BC to the prosperity and unification of Upper and Lower Egypt.

Marble Age - 50%
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Moving on to Ancient Greece! You can choose and develop one of two city-states: Athens or Sparta. Explore the map,
communicate with the nearby city-states in order to conquer the whole known world!

Bronze Age  - 51%
A small interesting game about the formation of human civilization from Australopithecus to Homo Sapiens. Intuitive controls,
simple but addictive gameplay, tons of historical facts and technological discoveries.

And if you would like to purchase all of our games, we have a special offer:

Clarus Victoria Bundle, which contains all of the games listed above! Available on Steam with 36% discount!. All Fears Will
Be Remembered:
Every Friday the 13th, an ancient curse unleashes a horrible monster on the helpless citizens of Misfortune Lane. The adults
hide indoors clutching lucky trinkets while their weapons gather dust. This year their kids have decided to end this dreadful
cycle once and for all, in the story of The Curse of Misfortune Lane[tabletopia.com] - an upcoming deck-building and press
your luck game by Howling Hog Games.

The Curse of Misfortune Lane[tabletopia.com]. V1.023:
- Added surround sound support for Open Mic! 7.1 devices should now work.. Patch 0.9:
This patch contains a small but very significant step to the final release - it contains 1/6th of the game's tutorial. As the game's
mechanics are of great depth, so are the learning requirements - there will be lots of tutorial scenarios, slowly but surely going
through all of the controls, stats, items and interactions. And, as we're trying to tell a comedic story here, all the explanations
will be done in-character, making it pretty much yet another part of a visual novel.
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